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TechBash:
• Mobile hacking workshop & Quiz -The first event th TechBash'12was
conducted on Tuesday, 7 August, 2012. Quiz and workshop on mobile hacking
were the key features of this event. A seminar on mobile hacking was
conducted by Mr.Sachin Dedhia. He demonstrated different techniques and
methods of hacking and discussed the safeguard against it. He emphasized on
the software to be downloaded, cautioned us about different applications and
also shared with us about various crimes. It was followed by quiz with
innovative rounds. The second event of Techbash'12 held on 11 September,
2012, comprised of six events.
• Computer Treausre Hunt

• Corel Draw Workshop: The workshop was held by our very own
committee member, Vignesh Sundaresan.
• Music Mixing:The participants were presented with a set of songs which
they were supposed to mix using Virtual DJ software to create their very own
song.
• Design-O-Mania
• Blog Writing through Debate: This event aimed at exploring not only the
thinking skills of the participants, but also their ability to put their thoughts
into words. It put their literary skills to test. It was a perfect opportunity for
budding writers.
• Photo Collage
• Counter Strike: This event was conducted on 4 October, 2012 was one of
the most popular gaming events.
Infogage:
• On the 11 December, 2012, an elimination round of Maths Quiz & the
Sudoku competition were held. On the 14 December, 2012,Dr.M.N.Welling
Pro-vice chancellor of NMIMS, spoke about an index developed by him well
known as the Welling's Index, which used by researchers in the field of Home
Science, Social Sciences and Education. The interactive seminar
taught us a lot about mathematical modeling and the practical application of
index numbers in real life. The session was followed by a workshop on Vedic
Maths by MrDhaval Bathia, an NM alumnus and the ex-Joint Secretary of
Computer Society. The seminar was thoroughly enjoyed by the students as
they practically tried out various shortcuts of Vedic Maths. Our event
concluded with the Maths Quiz Finale conducted by Gnanesh Mehta, a
TYBCom student of NM & the Secretary of Computer Society in 2009-10. The
quiz was interesting and fun-filled. It taught the students the tricks for solving
Maths questions and preparing for competitive exams.

